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Abstract: Rapid urbanization has made urban forest scenes scarce resources, leading to a surge in the
demand for high-quality rural forest scenes as alternative outdoor recreation spaces. Previous studies
mainly applied survey methods, focusing on visitors’ feedback for different types of scenes from the
perspective of visual quality evaluation. Nevertheless, the explanations of the relationships between
various factors of scenes and visitors’ preferences are relatively superficial. This study sought to
explore the distribution and characteristics of preferred rural forest scenes based on visitor reviews
from social media, and using Geodetector, a geospatial statistics tool, to quantitatively analyzed the
reasons for visitors’ preferences in terms of factors obtained from multi-source geospatial data. The
findings are that (1) visitors are already satisfied with the natural environment but expect scenes that
reflect the culture of tea; (2) spatial factor has a more robust interpretation of visitors’ preference,
and although the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and non-consumption indicators
barely explain visitors’ preference solely when each of them is combined with other indicators, they
can produce non-linear enhancement effects. Consequently, this study synthesizes visitors’ feedback
and factors in rural forest scenes to understand visitors’ preferences, thus providing insights into
human-centered planning.

Keywords: rural forest scenes; visitors’ preference; social media data; multi-source geospatial data;
Geodetector; machine learning

1. Introduction

Rapid urbanization along with more intensive urban buildings and crowded spaces
has resulted in a decline in environmental quality of urban areas [1]. Urban forest scenes
refer to the scenes with enough green environment in urban built areas, including plazas,
lawns, garden paths, ponds, rockeries, etc. [2]. High-quality urban forest scenes are
becoming scarce sources for people who live in urban areas. A trend exists that citizens are
interested in finding alternative outdoor spaces for leisure and recreational activities [3]. As
a type of semi-artificial natural environment in villages, rural forest scenes are one type of
rural public space, referring to the outdoor public spaces based on the countryside’s natural
environment and cultural resources [4]. Villages with satisfactory rural forest scenes are
becoming popular destinations for urban populations, which has promoted local tourism
development [5].

Tourism-oriented planning methods take tourism as an engine for rural economic and
social development and aim to attract visitors [6]. When observing the villages applying
these methods, the rural areas’ socio-economic morphology and spatial pattern are dra-
matically restructured [7]. Visitors’ preferences, referring to the expression of a visitor’s
favor, can reflect the willingness of visitors to choose a scene and their degree of satisfaction
with it. Therefore, visitors’ preferences are closely related to the attractiveness of a village,
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and insights from visitors’ preferences help to guide the construction and capitalize on the
positive effects of tourism on village development. Contrary to the ambition of revival,
the allocation of village factors may fail to meet the factual demand, causing unreasonable
utilization of the precious and limited village resources. Previous research revealed the
potential value visitors could bring to villages, but visitors’ preference for rural forest scenes
was not thoroughly analyzed [5].

Currently, most studies on visitors’ preferences were conducted in built-up urban
areas and focused on urban forest scenes. Arne Arnberger and Renate Eder [8] devel-
oped a conceptual framework and four choice sets, each consisting of four image- and
text-based green-space scenarios (stated choice survey) was shown to each respondent to
investigate the preferences for site characteristics green-space urban visitors have when
they are seeking stress relief compared to their general green-space preferences. In terms
of evaluation indicators, previous studies focused on natural factors. For instance, Can-
liu Li et al. [9] conducted scenic beauty estimation (SBE) of the landscape factors in 29
winter plant communities to evaluate the aesthetic characteristics of the plant landscape
using photographs. Findings in urban forest scenes were that the vegetation-related and
water-related evaluation indicators turn out to be the major factors influencing visitors’
preferences [10].

In conclusion, outdoor recreation planners, land use planners, and researchers often
turn to on-site surveys as the primary methods [11], including face-to-face methods in
scenes, such as semi-structured interviews [12] and open-ended interviews [13], or photog-
raphy as a proxy of the natural environment to indirectly assess visitors’ responses to urban
forest scenes [14–16]. However, a low response rate is a common problem for survey-based
studies, mainly because respondents do not have enough time or are not interested in
participating in the study [8,17], which is one of the reasons for the high research costs.

In the context of the new data environment, social media data provide researchers
access to a large amount of visitor-related data compared with traditional surveys. All the
content from social media, including travel-related comments [18] and on-site photos, were
voluntarily uploaded by visitors, reducing the cost that researchers needed to invest in
collecting data [19]. Analyzing the tourism comments obtained from Mafengwo, one of
the influential tourism social networking sites, Qiusheng Li et al. [20] effectively analyzed
tourists’ regional tendencies and emotional changes. However, given that over 70% of the
original datasets might be noise or non-relevant messages, plenty of data from social media
are unstructured, subjective, and exist in massive databases [21]. When studying visitors’
preferences, the heterogeneous data from social media lack spatially explicit information
and have flaws in spatiotemporal analysis in a fine-scaled village.

Additionally, survey-based studies on urban forest scenes tended to pay attention
to visitor’s perception or attitudes from the perspective of visual quality evaluation [10].
The visual quality evaluation allows respondents to express their attitudes toward objects
based on visual perception, thereby measuring the quality of the object. The visual quality
evaluation in preference studies represents the most realistic opinion of humans toward a
physical scene, an image, or a video [22]. It remains to be validated whether the conclusions
drawn from the urban forest scenes are equally applicable to the rural forest scenes. A
previous study highlighted the importance of other endogenous resources as preconditions
for the development of tourism [23]. However, other potential factors affecting preference,
such as socio-economic and spatial factors, were not given enough attention in rural forest
scene studies.

Multi-source geospatial data can be utilized to reveal the detailed characteristics of
various factors influencing visitors’ preferences. Points of interest (POIs) are locations that,
historically, cartographers have added to maps to communicate an interesting or relevant
named place, using cartographic symbols and labels. POIs typically include visually and
culturally important features and can be used to show the locations of these features [24].
Commonly used in the urban built environment [25,26], POIs are used to perceive the
socio-economic environmental characteristics. Street networks collected from the Open
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Street Map (OSM) were utilized to explore the spatial configurations and how these spatial
configurations affect visitors’ behaviors [26–28] using a space syntax analysis tool, which
has long been used in architecture [27] and urban design [29]. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) is characterized by the superiority of full perspective, high realism [30], and fast and
on-demand data acquisition [31], and is applied to capture fine-scaled information about a
village [32].

In summary, social media and multi-source geospatial data supplemented detailed in-
formation on studying visitors’ preferences compared to traditional surveys. Consequently,
based on social media and multi-source geospatial data in rural forest scenes, there is a
call for comprehensive explanations of visitors’ preferences based on fully characterizing
visitors’ preferences and describing the potential factors affecting visitors’ preferences.

According to the previous discussion, for a better understanding of visitor’s preference
in rural forest scenes, there do exist two gaps to be investigated:

1. Lack of cost-effective methods for acquiring, processing, and analyzing visitor-related
data to describe the content of visitors’ feedback comprehensively;

2. Lack of in-depth exploration of the effects of various factors in the rural forest scenes
on visitors’ preferences in addition to natural factors.

This study sought to explore the distribution and characteristics of preferred rural
forest scenes based on visitor reviews from social media, and using Geodetector, a geospatial
statistics tool, quantitatively analyzing the reasons for visitors’ preferences in terms of
factors obtained from multi-source geospatial data.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Research Framework

In this study, we took the Huanglongxian Village (Figure 1) in the suburb of Nanjing
as the empirical study area to quantify and understand visitors’ preferences in rural forest
scenes. Located in the community of Pai Fang, the southwest corner of Jiangning District,
Huanglongxian Village is 40 km from the central city of Nanjing. It is famous as “Jinling Tea
Village” for tea culture and ecological leisure tourism. In the past decade, it has received
more than 2 million visitors.
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Figure 1. The extent of the study area, Huanglongxian, China.

Surrounded by tea mountains and a lake adjacent to it from the north by right, the
total area of this Village included in the study is about 9.9 hectares. It is distributed in an
overall east–west direction along the north of the arterial highway, which is the area where
the main villagers live, and most tourists visit. With a representative tea culture, natural
environment, and sufficient visitor data, Huanglongxian Village can be a qualified case to
study visitors’ preferences.
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In response to the gaps mentioned above, this study developed a framework, which is
shown in Figure 2. Based on social media and multi-source geospatial data and correspond-
ing analysis strategies, this framework consists of four components: data collection, data
preprocessing, quantification and modeling, and understanding establishment. Performing
these procedures, this framework aimed to figure out the following questions:

1. Which rural forest scenes do visitors prefer?
2. What are the characteristics of these rural forest scenes preferred by visitors?
3. How are other factors of the rural forest scenes in addition to natural factors distributed?
4. How can factors of rural forest scenes explain visitors’ preferences?

To answer these questions, (1) social media data, including comments and photos,
were adopted according to detailed data collection and “noise” reduction (data cleaning
and screening) criteria to reflect the visitor-preferred rural forest scenes; (2) screened
photos were processed using CV technology to reveal the characteristics of the rural
forest scenes preferred by visitors, and comments were hierarchically analyzed using NLP
models for recognizing the heterogeneousness of visitors’ attitudes; (3) the distribution of
socio-economic factor, spatial factor and natural factor were extracted from multi-source
geospatial data; (4) visitors’ preferences and factors of rural forest scenes were modeled
using Geodector to explore their potential association.
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Figure 2. The data-fusion framework of this research.

2.2. Data Collection and Preprocessing
2.2.1. Acquisition of Social Media Data

In this study, visitors’ reviews, one of the most visitor-related social media data, were
taken to obtain the targeted information on visitors’ behavior [33]. The Dianping website, a
reliable social media data source for visitors’ activities in green spaces [34], allows visitors
to rate attractions and upload text comments attaching photos.
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Based on the web crawler technology, we collected photos and comments from web
sources by extracting web content from a list of Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) [19,35].
This study identified and scraped web elements with the target information using the Sele-
nium package in Python [19], and all data stored in web elements found by Selenium were
saved and cleaned using a regular expression to remove the redundant and noisy records.

2.2.2. Screening of Social Media Data

The photos shared by visitors, to a certain extent, reflect the visitors’ preference for the
content photographed. For the photo to more clearly reflect the visitor’s preference for the
rural forest scenes of Huanglongxian Village, these photos need to be screened. If the same
visitor uploaded multiple photos reflecting the same scene, only one was retained, and
the rest were excluded; if multiple photos were combined in the same image, they were
processed separately. The screening criteria are as follows to reduce the data “noise”:

1. Photos in which visitors clearly expressed negative comments in their comments
were excluded;

2. Photos with single subjects, such as people, plants, animals, food, signs, etc., and
those that reflect the indoor scene were excluded;

3. Other photos that are unrelated to the content of the current rural forest scenes or fail
to identify the specific geographical location were accurately excluded.

2.2.3. Acquisition of Muti-Source Geospatial Data

For this research, we obtained fine-scaled geospatial data from map service providers,
including POIs and street networks, and UAV remote sensing data.

1. Map service provider data: POIs were fetched from Bigemap, a widely used map
service provider in China, and street networks were fetched from OSM. All these
data were supplemented with on-site observation. After applying the correction
algorithm to correct the data to the WGS-84 coordinate system and project it to the
World Mercator system, their accuracy could meet the research needs.

2. UAV remote sensing data: The UAV (DJI Mavic Air 2) was conducted at low altitudes
(100 m flight height above the ground) with −90◦ of gimbal tilt angle, guaranteeing
high spatial resolution [36] and mapping accuracy [37]. The time of the aerial survey
was 29 April 2023, and there was sufficient daylight, 20 km/h wind speed at the
site, and no electromagnetic interference in the surrounding environment to meet the
requirements of UAV remote sensing. The study site was photographed in a “zigzag”
pattern, and the overlap between horizontal and vertical pixels of each image was
guaranteed to be more than 1/3 so that a Digital Orthophoto Map (DOM) of the
village could be obtained using Pix4Dmapper (Version 4.4.12) software.

2.2.4. Factors of Rural Forest Scene Extraction

1. Extraction of socio-economic factors from POIs: For fully utilizing relatively high
accuracy positioning and multilevel categories [38] of POIs, all POIs were classified
into consumption and non-consumptions (Table 1). Each of these categories of POIs
was geo-processed by the KDE in ArcGIS (same as for visualizing visitor preferences),
and the results separately reflected the socio-economic factor.

2. Extraction of spatial factors from street networks: Street network data obtained from
OSM were amended and supplemented according to the fine-scaled DOM obtained
from UAV to fix errors in the OSM, in which the deviating street network was deleted,
and the missing street network was added manually. Space syntax tools were applied
to extract spatial factors by calculating configurative spatial relationships of street
networks [39]. In this study, the segment model of space syntax was chosen to describe
the networks quantitatively, and both angular and metric parameters were analyzed,
including Connectivity, Integration, and Choice [40] (Table 1).
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3. Extraction of natural factors from UVA: The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI) (Table 1) quantifies vegetation by measuring the difference between near-
infrared light (which vegetation strongly reflects) and red light (which vegetation
absorbs) [41], which was selected to represent the natural factor of rural forest scenes
Taking advantage of the contrast of the characteristics of two bands from the DOM
obtained by UVA, we utilized the Arithmetic function in ArcGIS to get the NDVI of
the village. The NDVI equation [42] is as follows:

NDVI =
NIR− Red
NIR + Red

(1)

where NIR is the pixel values from the near-infrared band, and Red is the pixel values
from the red band.

Table 1. The data sources and description of all variables.

Variables Data Source Description Reference

Explained Variable (Y)

Y: Visitor Preference Dianping

Based on systematic observation, we identified the
location of the visitor preference scenes from photos posted by

visitors on Dianping.com. These location points were
geo-processed by KDE, and the result of data smoothing

represented the Visitor Preference.

Yiwei Huang et al. [19]
Silverman et al. [43]

Explanatory Variables (X)

Socio-economic factor

X1: Consumption Bigemap The density of POIs, including all restaurants, hostels, and
stores, represents the service level of consumption for visitors.

Yiqun Shang et al. [38]
X2: Non-consumption Bigemap The density of POIs, including all facilities and attractions,

represents the service level of non-consumption for visitors.

Spatial factor

X3: Connectivity OSM, UAV

Connectivity represents how many spaces are directly
connected to the starting space. The angular connectivity offers
a better description of space relationships by considering the
weight of each connected space according to the turn angle.

Isabelle Soares et al. [39]
Cha Ersi et al. [42]

Integration
(X4: NAINr200m,
X5: NAINr1000m)

OSM, UAV

Integration represents how easily a space can be reached from
other spaces. To compare systems of different sizes, normalized

angular integration (NAIN) with two radii (200 and 1000 m)
was taken in this study according to the range of the village

scales to represent walking accessibility.

Choice
(X6: NACHIr200m,
X7: NACHr1000m)

OSM, UAV

Choice is a measure of space usability that considers the
potential for each segment element to be selected as the shortest
path. A higher choice value indicates that the calculated space
is more likely to be selected by the through-movement in the
network. Similar to the integration, the normalized angular
choice (NACH) with two calculation radii (200 and 1000 m)

was applied to represent local usability in this study.

Nature factor

X8: NDVI UAV

NDVI indicates the vegetation growth and vegetation cover
status of which value is between 0 and 1, and the closer to 1,
the larger the vegetation cover and the better the vegetation

growth condition (more green leaf area).

Feinan Lyu et al. [41]
Cha Ersi et al. [42]

2.3. Quantification and Modeling
2.3.1. Identifying the Visitor-Preferred Scenes

Online reviews from social media were often used for regional or city-scale studies
because of their lack of spatially explicit information. This framework applied traditional
investigation experiences obtained from on-site observation to address this problem.

Dianping.com
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We conducted three systematic observations of Huanglongxian Village on 28 April,
3 May, and 23 May 2023. The date 3 May was during the Labor Day holiday, with more
visitors than on working days. Each observation often took about two hours, from the
main roads and deep into the remote gray spaces to a comprehensive review of the rural
forest scenes. In addition, scenes with more visitors or complex morphology were recorded
through photography. These on-site observation experiences allowed us to fully recognize
the details of the rural forest scenes in Huanglongxian Village.

The researcher deduced the precise geographical location of the screened photos
according to systematic observation experiences with the assistance of photography. The
deduction results were marked as points on the map representing visitors’ preferences. It
should be noticed that the marked points were the spatial visual focal points shown by the
visitors’ photos, not the points where visitors stood when taking photos. For example, if
a visitor took a photo of Huanglong Tea House on Huanglong Tea Street, the location of
Huanglong Tea House should be recorded and marked on the map instead of Huanglong
Tea Street (Figure 3).
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To visualize the spatial distribution pattern of visitor preferences, kernel Density
Estimation (KDE) in ArcGIS was utilized to smooth out the points representing visitors’
preferences. When dealing with geospatial information, KDE generates a density surface
where each cell is rendered based on the kernel density at the pixel center. KDE fits a kernel
function for each observed geographic point, assuming each observation is continuously
spread within its kernel window [19]. In this study, the kernel estimator with kernel K [43]
is defined by

f̂ (x) =
1

nh

n

∑
i=1

K
(

x− Xi
h

)
(2)

where h is the window width, the smoothing parameter, or bandwidth.

2.3.2. Semantic Segmentation and Cluster Analysis of Photos

The screened photos were considered as proxies of visitor-preferred scenes, which
allowed us to quantify the characteristics of these rural forest scenes using CV technology
and clustering algorithm:

1. Semantic segmentation (Figure 4): Pixels of physical features of the screened photos
were extracted using the Pyramid Scene Parsing Network (PSPNet) [44] model, which
could accurately parse the scenes with complicated elements. In this study, PSPNet
model training was based on the ADE20K dataset [45].
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2. Cluster analysis: We introduced the K-means clustering algorithm to perform di-
mensionality reduction. The K-means algorithm minimizes the within-cluster sum
of squares [46]. One of these clusters is a collection of individuals with similarities,
with obvious dissimilarities among different clusters. With the help of the K-means
algorithm in IBM SPSS Statistics, we could categorize the visitor-preferred scenes
according to their physical features obtained from semantic segmentation and find
different types of visitor-preferred rural forest scenes that share similar features pro-
portion, which exhibit significant differences.
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2.3.3. Natural Language Processing on Comments

In this study, online comment data were taken as a proxy to understand visitors’
attitudes to the rural forest scenes. The comments on Huanglongxian Village were posted
by visitors voluntarily. We analyzed the visitor attitudes to the rural forest scenes according
to the following steps:

1. Data cleaning: Before analysis, cleaning comments data should be performed appro-
priately, including removing special characters, punctuation marks, and deactivated
words and performing operations such as word separation.

2. Topic modeling: The Latent Dirichlet Allocation-based Natural Language Processing
(LDA-NLP), a semantic extraction approach, was utilized to extract the comments
topic according to different ratings. LDA-NLP helped to decompose the comments
into various topics and determine the distribution of each document on each topic.
By referring to the perplexity score, we can determine the number of topics to be
extracted. A lower perplexity score indicates better generalization performance. For a
test set of M documents, the perplexity is as follows:

perplexity(Dtest) = exp

{
−∑M

d=1 log p(wd)

∑M
d=1 Nd

}
(3)

where p(wd) refers to the probability of occurrence of each word in the test set.
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3. Sentiment analysis: After topic modeling, each topic contained a certain amount of
topic words. Then, we categorized topic words into positive, neutral, and negative
sentiments, and the visitor’s attitudes towards the topics were uncovered by counting
the number of topic words under different categories.

2.3.4. Geodectector Analysis

Spatial Stratified Heterogeneity (SSH) is a phenomenon in which the within strata is
more similar than the between strata and ubiquitous in rural phenomena. Geodetector, or
Geographical Detector, is a tool of spatial statistics to measure SSH and to make attributions
for or by SSH and can explicitly reveal the association between rural forest scenes and
visitors’ preference without assuming linearity of the association and with clear physical
meanings [47,48]. The analysis tasks can be accomplished using the Geodetector q-statistic:

q = 1− 1
Nσ2

L

∑
h=1

Nhσ2
h (4)

where the population Explained Variable (Y) is composed of L strata (h = 1, 2, . . ., L); N and
σ2 stand for the number of units and the variance of Y in a study area, respectively; [(N −
L)q]/[(L − 1)(1 − q)]~F (L − 1, N − L, g), and g is a non-central parameter [47].

Before detecting the association analysis, we divided the study area into a grid of 5 m
resolution, according to which the Explained Variable (Y) and Explanatory variables (Xs)
were sampled (Table 1).

In this study, the factor detector and the interaction detector tools from Geodetector
were incorporated:

1. The factor detector [47] q-statistic measures the degree of spatial stratified hetero-
geneity of a Y if Y is stratified by itself and the determinant power of an explanatory
variable (Xn) on Y if Y is stratified by Xn;

2. The interaction detector [47] reveals whether the risk factors X1 and X2 (and more)
have an interactive influence on Y. The format of the results for the interaction detector
has five intervals, and the interaction relationship is determined using the location of
q(x∩y) in the five intervals (Table 2).

Table 2. Interaction between Explanatory Variables (Xs).

Description Interaction

q(X1∩X2) < Min(q(X1), q(X2)) Weaken, nonlinear
Min(q(X1), q(X2)) < q(X1∩X2) < Max(q(X1)), q(X2)) Weaken, uni-

q(X1∩X2) > Max(q(X1), q(X2)) Enhance, bi-
q(X1∩X2) = q(X1) + q(X2) Independent
q(X1∩X2) > q(X1) + q(X2) Enhance, nonlinear

3. Results
3.1. Result of Identifying the Visitor-Preferred Scenes

Obtained using web-crawling Python script from the Dianping website, the total
number of visitor-rated photos uploaded from 1 July 2013 to 25 May 2023 was 6637. After
conducting the noise-reduction standards to screen these photos, valid photos (n = 905) in
the sample were identified and marked on the map to reflect the visitor-preferred scenes.
After being geo-processed by KED, the visitors’ preference was divided into six grades
using Quantile in ArcGIS (Figure 5). The high values, concentrated in the middle of the
village, show a linear spatial distribution in an east–west direction. This suggests that
visitors’ preference for rural forest scenes in Huanglongxian Village was extremely uneven.
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3.2. Result of Semantic Segmentation and Cluster Analysis of Photos

After being segmented, physical features of the 905 screened photos, such as sky,
building, tree, grass, sidewalk, water, plant, wall, etc., were marked in the image, and the
proportion of each feature in the photo was recorded in detail.

Analyzing Table 3, when there are too few clusters, not all types of visitor-preferred
scenes can be distinguished, and when there are too many clusters, some clusters cannot
be interpreted into specific scene types. To ensure the variability between each group
and to avoid dispersing the classification too much, this study considered the selection of
6 clusters.

Table 3. Number of cases per cluster with different divisions of clusters.

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 Cluster 6 Cluster 7 Cluster 8

2 Clusters 490 415
3 Clusters 329 182 394
4 Clusters 283 162 80 380
5 Clusters 208 100 142 169 286
6 Clusters 80 144 275 179 82 145
7 Clusters 157 182 133 149 76 147 61
8 Clusters 161 137 130 144 61 91 112 69

Figure 6 illustrates the average proportion of physical features among six clusters,
based on which six types of visitor-preferred scenes with distinguishing physical feature
proportions can be identified: waterfront scene, lawn scene, street scene, woodland scene,
enclosed scene, and architectural scene.
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Figure 6. Six types of visitor-preferred scenes. (a) The average proportion of physical features among
six clusters; (b) examples of photos among six types of scenes.
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3.3. Result of Natural Language Processing on Comments

We collected 1356 comments from the Dianping website, which visitors voluntar-
ily posted. The users’ IDs and the time of the reviews were also recorded as attached
information to distinguish each visitor.

In this study, the perplexity, used by convention in language modeling, is monoton-
ically decreasing in the test data from 2 to 14 topic divisions (Figure 7). While a lower
perplexity score indicates better generalization performance, overfitting results from peaked
posteriors in the training set should be avoided. Accordingly, eight topics with their topic
words were extracted from 1356 comments: facilities, nature, tourism, tea culture, lawn,
leisure, and consumption (Table 4).
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Table 4. Topic extraction results for visitors’ comments.

Topic Names Comments Count Topic Words

Facilities 157 Restroom, Farm, Walking paths, Store, etc.
Nature 176 Fresh air, Tea mountains, Lake, Bamboo Forest, etc.

Tourism 194 Scenic spots, Commercial streets, Markets, Products, etc.
Tea Culture 165 Tea art, tea fields, Tea houses, Tea mountains, etc.

Lawn 186 Sunbathing, Partying, Picnicking, Kite flying, etc.
Leisure 159 Relaxation, Flower viewing, Oxygen bar, Music, etc.

Consumption 196 Teahouse, Shops, Hotels, Restaurants, etc.

As Figure 8 demonstrates, visitors expressed predominantly positive sentiments under
most topics, especially in the facilities topic (69.35% positive sentiment) and nature topic
(59.46% positive sentiment), which means that the facilities and greening construction in
Huanglongxian Village can satisfy visitors. However, most visitors expressed negative
(39.4%) or neutral (30.3%) sentiments about the tea culture, although Huanglongxian is a
tourist village featuring the Jinling tea culture.
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3.4. Result of Factors of Rural Forest Scene Extraction

1. Socio-economic factor: The total amount of POIs collected from Bigemap is 83, in-
cluding 46 consumption POIs (of all restaurants, hotels, and stores) and 37 non-
consumption POIs (of all facilities and attractions). As Figure 9 shows, the visual-
ization results of the two types of POIs processed by KDE demonstrate a significant
spatial variation: while high-service-level areas of consumption are concentrated on
the west side of Huanglong Tea Street, high-service-level areas of non-consumption
are mainly located in the eastern part of the village.

2. Spatial factor: As previous research reported [49], there is a certain degree of collinear-
ity between space syntax indicators (Table 5). The distribution of five spatial configu-
ration indicators geo-processed by KED is depicted in Figure 9. The high-value areas
of these five indicators, representing more convenient spatial configuration areas, are
concentrated in the center of the village, especially the entrance. The result of these
five indicators can explain spatial properties from diverse perspectives. Connectivity
is relatively independent of the other indicators (Person coefficient < 0.3, Sig. < 0.01)
(Table 5). The high value of connectivity, which represents how many spaces are
directly connected to the starting space, is more dispersed in spatial distribution, and
the areas with high connectivity are relatively small. NACH and NAIN are all signif-
icantly correlated with each other (Sig. < 0.01) (Table 5). NAIN and NACH, which
represent visitors’ accessibility and usability, respectively, are significantly affected by
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the calculation radius (R). With a small radius (R = 200 m), the calculated values indi-
cate local walking behavior (<5 min), and with an increase in the radius (R = 1000 m),
the calculated values reflect approximately 15–20 min walk behavior [40].

3. Natural factor: The final 175 site photos with a resolution of 4000 × 3000 pixels per
image were captured by UAV. After being imported into Pix4Dmapper software,
170 out of 175 (97%) photos were calibrated, and 175 out of 175 (100%) images were
geolocated to get the fine-scaled DOM of the village with the WGS-84 coordinate
system. As Figure 9 shows, NDVI obtained from the band calculations of the DOM
indicates the vegetation growth and cover status of Huanglongxian Village. The value
of NDVI is scattered between 0 and 1, and the average NDVI value is closer to 1,
which means that the vegetation growth (green leaf area) and vegetation cover of
Huanglongxian Village are well-maintained overall. There is not much difference in
greening level.

Table 5. Result of Pearson correlation between spatial factor indicators.

Connectivity NAINr200m NAINr1000m NACHIr200m NACHr1000m

Connectivity 1.000
NAINr200m 0.151 ** 1.000

NAINr1000m 0.114 ** 0.767 ** 1.000
NACHIr200m 0.270 ** 0.533 ** 0.435 ** 1.000
NACHr1000m 0.279 ** 0.577 ** 0.544 ** 0.955 ** 1.000

Note: ** represents a significant correlation at 0.01 level. Correlation coefficients > 0.5 are bolded.
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3.5. Result of Geodectector Analysis

Factor detection results (Table 6) demonstrate that the significance levels for all eight
indicators are less than 0.0, but their q-statistics values are below 0.2. The q-statistics values
of indicators from spatial factor all exceed 0.1, among which NAINr1000m (q-statistics = 0.175,
Sig. < 0.01) and NACHr1000m (q-statistics = 0.174, Sig. < 0.01) are the highest, and NAINr200m
(q-statistics = 0.125, Sig. < 0.01) and NACHr200m (q-statistics = 0.132, Sig. < 0.01) are relatively
lower. Additionally, q-statistics of connectivity (q-statistics = 0.144, Sig. < 0.01) is the third
highest. When it comes to socio-economic factor, the q-statistics values of consumption
(q-statistics = 0.136, Sig. < 0.01) is significantly higher than non-consumption support
(q-statistics = 0.038, Sig. < 0.01). Among eight factors, the q-statistics values of non-
consumption and NDVI (q-statistics = 0.011, Sig. < 0.01) are the lowest (no more than 0.05).

Table 6. Results of factor detector.

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8

Consumption Non-Consumption Connectivity NAINr200m NAINr1000m NACHIr200m NACHr1000m NDVI

q-statistics 0.136 0.038 0.144 0.125 0.175 0.132 0.174 0.011
p-value 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Interactive detection results of factors are shown in Figure 10. The interaction detector
helps to check whether two indicators work independently or not, and all indicators of three
types of factors are found to enhance each other to increase the visitors’ preference (q(A∩B)
> Max(q(A), q(B))). NDVI and non-consumption should be noticed when each of them is
combined with other indicators, and they can produce non-linear enhancements on visitors’
preference (q(A∩B) > (q(A) + q(B))). Additionally, the interactions between consumption and
connectivity, NACHr200m, are also nonlinear enhanced (q(A∩B) > (q(A) + q(B))).
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4. Discussion
4.1. Comprehensively Description of Visitors’ Feedback

This study reverses the status of visitors and researchers. In this study, each visitor’s
feedback was fully valued, and the expert only played a role in organizing and analyzing
the visitor’s reviews. Utilizing visitors’ voluntarily uploaded reviews (including comments
and photos) on social media saves the cost of collecting visitors’ feedback and greatly
expands the study’s sample size [18–20]. This provides the foundation for comprehensively
describing visitors’ feedback.

4.1.1. Spatial Distribution of Preferred Rural Forest Scenes

In traditionally survey-based studies, the researcher commonly pre-set several types
of scenes for visitors to judge their preferences [8]. Additionally, the expert experience
occupied a decisive position [9], and therefore, some visitor-preferred scenes may be over-
looked. In contrast to previous studies, this study shifts the opportunity for scene selection
to visitors themselves by taking photos voluntarily posted by all visitors into consideration.

Photos screened by “noise” reduction criteria comprehensively reflect the visitor-
preferred rural forest scenes in Huanglongxian Villages. As Figure 5 shows, Huanglong
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Tea Street, especially at the entrance and on the waterfront (the red area in the figure), are
visitors’ most preferred outdoor scenes in Huanglongxian village. Compared with the
popular scenes, many scenes (the blue area in the figure) hardly appear in the photos of
visitors, which demonstrates that these scenes are neglected and not preferred enough by
visitors. At the scale of the whole village, the level of visitors’ preference decreases from
the east–west street in the center of the village to the surrounding area. However, there are
exceptions in local areas, such as the areas near tourist service centers, hotel-concentrated
regions, and children’s playgrounds, where there are localized high values in the level of
visitor preference.

4.1.2. Scenes Characteristics of Preferred Rural Forest Scenes

In previous studies, the characteristics of scenes were described by researchers ac-
cording to pre-set scenes before collecting visitors’ feedback [9,12]. This study tunes the
sequence of describing scene characteristics. This study analyzed the characteristics of
visitor-preferred scenes based on visitors’ feedback using CV technology and clustering
algorithm so that we can quantitatively understand the characteristics of visitor-preferred
rural forest scenes as follows:

1. In the waterfront scene, the sky and the water are dominant, accompanied by trees
along the shore of Huanglong Lake.

2. The lawn scene is Huanglong Square, a great lawn covered by trample-resistant grass
with sparse dwarf trees. The lawn scene gives visitors access to enjoy the sunshine
and blue sky.

3. Mainly referring to the Huanglong Tea Street and Xiaoxian Market, the street scene is
visitors’ most popular type of rural forest scene in Huanglongxian Village. Wide and
well-greened streets are flanked by antique buildings where visitors can see the sky.

4. In the natural environment with plenty of trees, the second most popular scene is the
woodland scene, with relatively less sky visibility, providing visitors with shade.

5. In the enclosed scene, the physical features are scattered, among which the wall
relatively occupies a higher proportion. For example, the scene inside the Huanglong
Pavilion, enclosed by low walls, offers visitors a place to rest.

6. In the architectural scene, the proportion of buildings is extremely high, which means
the surroundings of native architecture with classical characteristics have a unique
attraction for urban visitors.

4.1.3. Visitors’ Attitudes to Rural Forest Scenes

The limitation of lacking visitors’ feedback in previous studies [11,14,17] can be com-
pensated by a large number of visitor social media reviews, and these comments were
auto-analyzed using the LDA-NLP model. Based on the cost savings in visitors’ feedback
acquisition and analysis, we can further interpret visitors’ attitudes to rural forest scenes:

1. Facilities support visitors and activities, including restrooms, farms, walking paths,
etc. To some extent, tourism-related and consumption-related topic words can explain
visitors’ preference for street scenes. Tea houses, shops, and restaurants are available
in the street scene for rest, dining, and shopping.

2. Nature-related topic words indicate visitors prefer fresh air, tea mountains, lakes,
and bamboo forests in waterfront and woodland scenes. Lawn-related topics words
illustrate that visitors prefer the lawn scene because it supports numerous activities
and access to sharing time with family and friends.

3. While the facilities and natural conditions of Huanglongxian Village already meet
the needs of visitors and no additional construction is required, tea culture still needs
to be optimized. Even though Huanglongxian Village is famous for the Jinling tea
culture, its rural forest scenes lack elements that reflect the relevant culture, such
as facilities, attractions, and services. This is why it fails to give tourists a good tea
culture experience.
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4.2. Effects of Factors in the Rural Forest Scenes on Visitors’ Preferences

This study incorporates multi-source geospatial data analysis to figure out the driven
factors from the perspective of rural forest scene factors. Conventional regression meth-
ods [47–49] were the most common classical statistical methods in exploring how potential
influencing factors affect visitors. The implications behind the multi-source geospatial data
and how these implications can explain visitors’ preferences are yet to be appropriately
uncovered. This study thoroughly considered SSH phenomena [44], using Geodetector to
disentangle the complicated relationships between eight indicators of rural forest scene
factors and visitors’ preferences. In addition to the natural factor, spotlighted in the urban
forest scenes [8–10], this study extends to socio-economic and spatial factors.

4.2.1. Explanation Power of the Singe Factor in Rural Forest Scenes

From the perspective of a single indicator, although the explanatory power of each
indicator is not as strong, the indicators of spatial factors have a more robust interpretation
of visitors’ preferences. On the one hand, accessibility (reflected by NAIN) and usability
(reflected by NACH) under the waking range area can be identified as the main driving
power for the visitors’ preference in Huanglongxian Village. On the other hand, compared
to the 2–3 min walk (which is the 200 m walking range), the 10–15 min walk (which is the
1000 m walking range) behavior is more likely to occur in Huanglongxian Village. Addi-
tionally, connectivity, to some extent, is also strongly associated with visitors’ preferences.
These spatial indicators also reflect the transport condition within the village. And the
results illustrate the equal importance of taking visitors to the different attractions and
bringing visitors to the destination [23].

Regarding indicators of socio-economic factors, consumption support has significantly
stronger explanatory power than non-consumption support for the visitors’ preference.
Compared with non-consumption scenes such as scenic spots, planners should improve
the construction of consumption scenes. This is not only an urgent need for visitors, but
also a measure to promote the village’s economic growth.

Opposed to the conclusions obtained from studies in urban forest scenes, the natural
factor has weak explanatory power for visitors’ preferences in rural forest scenes. Sur-
rounded by Huanglong Lake and tea mountains, the natural environment throughout the
village is already excellent compared to the urban forest scenes.

4.2.2. Interactive Effect of Factors in Rural Forest Scenes

From the perspective of an interactive detector, the combination of each of the two
indicators of rural forest scene factors explains the distribution of visitors’ preferences
better than a single indicator. It means that rational combinations between the various
sources of the village can be more effective for visitors’ preferences. Moreover, although
NDVI and Non-consumption barely explain visitors’ preference solely, combining them
with other indicators can produce a non-linear enhancement effect on visitors’ preference.
Although slight differences in vegetation cover have little impact on visitors’ perceptions, a
pleasant natural environment, and non-consumptive attractions are the basis for villages to
be able to attract visitors.

4.3. Theoretical Implications

From the technical perspective, in addition to the experience from traditional on-
site surveys, this study fully utilizes interdisciplinary technologies and develops and
validates a framework to transform social media and multi-source geospatial data into
interpretable outcomes for visitors’ preferences in rural forest scenes. The data-fusion
framework in this study consequently addresses traditional face-to-face surveys’ high
monetary and time costs with low response rates [8,17]. Additionally, this data-fusion
framework proposes a paradigm compatible with other types of data analysis methods and
can be further optimized for different study purposes, such as business and commercial
data, transportation and traffic data, and sports tracking data [50,51].
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From the scope perspective, this study broadens the understanding of visitors’ pref-
erences from urban forest scenes to rural forest scenes. This study tests and completes
the conclusions drawn in the urban forest scenes: natural factors that play an important
role in urban forest scenes [10] may fail to solely exert a significant influence on visitors’
preferences in rural forest scenes. In addition to natural factors, this study further expands
the indicators of socio-economic and spatial factors.

4.4. Practical Implications

This study, fully utilizing interdisciplinary technologies, explores visitors’ preferences
in rural forest scenes. The findings broaden the understanding of visitors’ preference in
rural forest scenes and provide empirical evidence for rural planners to develop a visitor-
attractive village from the perspective of socio-economic, spatial, and natural factors.

First of all, our study revealed that although socio-economic and spatial factors are
not emphasized in the urban forest scenes, they are relevant to the visitors’ preference for
rural forest scenes. Planners should be concerned about the socio-economic environment
and spatial configurations. For example, visitors should be given more opportunities
for consumption, and accessibility and usability should be considered when planning
village roads.

Second, there should be some restraint on the greening of villages. This is because the
effect of simply adding greenery to a rural forest scene on visitor preferences is insignif-
icant. This places requirements on planners for the quality of greenery in addition to its
quantity. Designing planted landscapes at the entrance to the village or on the street is
more responsive to visitors’ needs than planting trees in groups.

Third, planners should think holistically about the various resources in the rural forest
scenes. Analyzing the interactive effect between factors closely related to village construc-
tion, planners should contribute to human-centered village development by finding a new
path for rationalizing the allocation of these factors.

4.5. Limitations

There are several limitations in this study. First, potential biases from social media
data may hinder the full representation of all visitors’ feedback in Huanglongxian Village.
The demographic details of visitors are not available on social media for personal privacy
reasons. Feedback from people such as elderly children may make it harder to appear
on social media because they do not use smartphones. Previous studies have shown that
differences in visitors’ attributes, including visitors’ age, place of residence, destination stay
time, return visits, etc., can lead to differences in tourist perceptions [52] and the sentiments
they may convey [53]. Second, this study may not have sufficiently refined the identification
of rural forest scenes. Because the ADE20K dataset was used for training the CV model in
this study, it lacked sufficient training data for rural forest scene identification [45]. Future
studies could improve the accuracy of identifying the physical features of rural forest
scenes by producing datasets and labeling the training data as needed. Third, “cultural
landscape” is another important concept of rural forest scene but less emphasized in this
study compared with “natural landscape”. Huanglongxian Village has an abundance of
cultural resources and has witnessed the human influence over time. Consequently, the
cultural landscapes in Villages like Huanglongxian can be further studied in the future.
Finally, geospatial data quality exhibited spatial heterogeneity [54], with fewer qualified
data in the countryside compared to developed areas [55]. For example, as a type of
Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) [54,55], street networks from OSM were created
by large numbers of citizens, mostly with no formal training [56]. Although street networks
were manually amended and supplemented based on UAV remote sensing in this study,
the accuracy of the results needs to be verified in subsequent studies.
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5. Conclusions

This study developed a data-fusion framework to broaden the scope of understanding
visitors’ preferences in rural forest settings. At the methodological level, empirical research
implemented in Huanglongxian Village demonstrates the efficiency of social media and
multi-source geospatial data in understanding visitors’ preferences compared with tradi-
tional approaches. At the level of the study subject, this study expanded from urban forest
scenes to rural forest scenes. Contrary to the urban forest scenes, findings in rural forest
scenes suggest that the natural factor does not significantly impact visitors’ preferences,
and the spatial factor has a more robust interpretation. At the level of research depth,
this study explores the influence of three types of indicators, including socio-economic
factors, spatial factors, and natural factors. The combination of indicators can have a more
substantial effect on visitors’ preferences than a single indicator. Consequently, the insight
gained from this study will help achieve a more scientific decision-making process toward
developing villages by instructing the village planning to meet the factual demand.
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